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Prepare your mind, body and heart for the new exotic Ascension frequencies coming soon by using this

Mind Kindling Primer Kit ! Imagine if significant aspects of the conscious and unconscious mind actually

could work together strongly, if the mind and heart and soul operated as one, how much would our world

change? '" Imagination is often a randomized kaleidoscope of imagery, sounds, thoughts, impressions,

feelings... but what if imagination and reasoning became synthesized as ONE!?" These current

preparatory frequencies are now being used by our current volunteer group with astounding results. I

believe that these current frequencies will greatly support us in shaping our minds and bodies towards

this end and then following their use we can then introduce the new exotic unification frequencies. Upon

the use of this second set of frequencies my hope is the changes will occur much quicker and stronger.

ACCESS FREE DEMOS TO PROVE IT TO YOURSELF! Imagine if you could, at the flip of a switch be in

that state where you literally experience the feelings of healing sensations pouring through your body. We

speculate and anticipate the following BENEFITS;  Support the unified conscious and subconscious mind

to reach a super conscious state  Reintegrate your heart and mind back to their natural state of flow and

connectedness  Approach experiencing supra-normal states of experience, liberty, sensation, relation,

and fulfillment  Begin the journey towards being able to think, feel, and experience from a state of unified

consciousness  Wake up, and experience this world from the place of the conscious mind no longer

separated from imagination and from the subconscious self  Support and facilitate the imagination in

learning to reason  Facilitate the conscious and subconscious mind to co-mingle and work powerfully

together in the waking state  Condition yourself into an optimal state for the coming shift  Return to your

authentic true inner self  Attain a healthy, happy, harmonious balance  Regain your sense of child like

wonder, innocence and magic  Awaken your simple wisdom and intuition  Recall what matters most to

you in your life  Heal internal splits and fragmentations  Start dreaming and hoping in the impossible

beautiful dreams again  Approach the place inside yourself where your imagination can reason

======================== Save $319.97, Half off the list price of all the frequencies when you

purchase them as a kit. This collection contains the following products: NEURAL ACCELERATOR.wav

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=4534275


NEURAL OPTIMIZER.wav STIMULATE MIND AND HEART.wav NEUROTELEPORTAL 1 D.mp3

HYPERSPACE EVOLVER.mp3 SPACE WARP YEAH REALLY IT WARPS BABY.mp3 TELEPATHYZER

MEDIUM D.mp3 INDUCE DREAM TELEPORTATION.mp3 BIO SPARKORAMA.mp3 SPIRITUAL

ATTUNMENT.mp3 PSYCHIC SHIELD.mp3 PSYCHO KINETIC ORGASMATRON D 1.mp3

RECUPERATION ACCELERATOR.mp3 NTH DEGREE D 1.mp3 IBOGAINE EMULATION.mp3 DNA

Sweet Spin.mp3
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